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PEARS MONTHLY MEETING
The monthly general meeting of the Port Elizabeth Amateur
Radio Society, will be held on Tuesday, 20th March, at the
Kemsley Park Tennis Club starting at 20:00 (8pm). Bring
along any two items of interest you wish to display, and give
a short talk on them as our after the break entertainment.

Directions below:

Wrinkly Ravers
The next get-together of the Wrinklieswill take place on Thursday,
5th April at the new venue, Admirals, 2nd Av enue in Walmer.

Come and enjoy the company of the "wrinkled ravers" who gather at
this popular venue to have a good chat as well as enjoy some good
food. 

See you there!
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HAMNET / ECARES news

ECARES DIRECTOR
It has just come to my notice that the election for a director for
ECARES is overdue. I therefore call for nominations for the position
of director as from 1st July. 

Nominations must be signed by the nominee indication his w illing-
ness to stand and signatures of proposer and seconder. 

This must reach me no later than 30th April, 2007.

EASTER HOLIDAYS
Easter is on our doorstep, w ith the increase of traff ic on the roads
and increased accidents, be alert fro any accident or crime and
report this. Monitor the emergency frequencies. The most important
of cause, is the Lady's Slipper linked system. Then other repeaters
and National Call simplex on 145,500 MHz.

Your could also monitor 6060 KHz in the forty metre band during
daytime and 3650 KHz in the eighty metre band in the evenings.

73

Al, ZS2U

The Internet - Searching For That
Proverbial Needle in a Haystack

The internet is a great source of  inf ormation but to f ind exactly  what y ou are
looking f or can be a case of  searching f or the prov erbial needle in the hay stack.
For those that tinker with v alv es, then Pete Millett's DIY Audio pages  is a great
web site were y ou can download any thing f rom the complete Sy lv ania Tube
Manual of  1951 to a whole host of  obsolete books aimed at the Radio Amateur
and home constructer. For the budding Propagation Elmer’s out there, there are
very comprehensive propagation tools.  For the VHF/UHF bands, Radio Mobile is
the ideal propagation tool. For the HF guy s, then VOACAP is just f or y ou.
Originally  dev eloped f or Voice of  America, this program can generate all the
graphs y ou would expect f rom the experts. Happy  downloading, Mike

Radio Mobile Home Page  -   http://www.cplus.org/rmw/english1.html

Pete Millett's DIY Audio pages   -  http://www.pmillett.com/index.html              

VOACAP  -  http://www.v oacap.com/   

Mike Hanslow

ZS1RMS

Email zs1rms@yahoo.co.uk
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Club Activities
It requires the scratching of heads at times to come up w ith activities
that are constructive, interesting and enjoyable. If  you have any
ideas on the subject, speak to a committee member about it. If  you
have mentioned something before and nothing came of it, mention it
again. It is not that w e w ere not interested, but simply that w e had
forgotten about it. Our poor brains can only do so much. How  do you
feel about the follow ing? A talk on uses that a computer can be put
to, construction projects and antennas. Talks about aw ards
available, DXing or contest operating. Maybe a Sunday afternoon
gathering w here portable stations can be on display and the sw op-
ping of ideas on portable operations. 

There must be plenty more ideas. 

Lets hear from you.

73,

Al ZS2U

Novice Grade Radio Amateur Examination

The 1st of March saw  our novice grade RAE w ritten by tw o
candidates w ho w ill hopefully make it. I am very pleased to see that
w e now  have an examination w hich is more befitting a novice grade
licence and foresee an increased number of candidates for this
licence grade. It is also good to see that ZU callsigns w ill now  fall in
line w ith the ZR and ZS prefixes, i.e. ZU1 to ZU6 for the different
provinces.

Transceiver Operation Test
This w ill take place at 14:00 on Saturday 24th March at the home of
Bill ZS2ABZ, 30 7th Avenue, Walmer. All condidates for the May
RAE, as also all those w ishing to upgrade their licences w ill need to
pass such a test and  if  you have not already done so, make sure
to attend this test.
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Minutes of PEARS Monthly Meeting

Held at the St. Hugh’s Church Hall, Newton Park, P.E. on 15 Feb 2007

Welcome: The Chairman welcomed all in attendance.

Present : As per the attendance register. 

Apologies: ZS2GIB, ZS2AAW, ZS2AG, ZS2EHB, ZS2FM, ZS2VM,
ZS2BWB

Acceptance of prev ious meeting minutes:

Proposed: ZS2OC. Seconded: ZS2DK

Matters Arising: None

Correspondence: In: Secretary AWOL. ICASA docs to be 
  handed to Chris.

  Out: Nil

Finance: Finances are healthy, with payments being made for
electricity (R143), postage (R227), QSXprinting (R300).

General:

A brief discussion was held on the merits of changing the meeting date
from a Thursday to a Tuesday to accommodate participation of Mountain
Rescue Club members and several others. This would also require a
venue change, as the current venue is not available on Tuesdays. Al has
investigated – and found a suitable premises – Kemsley Park Tennis Club
in Connyngham Road, Parsonshill. The meeting would remain in the 3rd

week of every month, but change to a Tuesday.  A show of hands was
called for  and the decision was unanimous. A four month trial period will
commence with our next meeting in March.

BEACONS: Al reports that the 2m beacon is sti l l  out of commission. Chris
discovered that there is an RF power loss problem and will try to repair.

WRINKLY RAVERS: Garth, ZS2HB advises that a new venue has been
found – the next rave will take place at Admirals on 2nd Avenue in Walmer.
(1 March)

QSX Postage: Donovan, ZS2DL reports that he is experiencing problems
with label printing and has requested help. Mitch, ZS2DKhas offered
assistance in getting the software to work. 

ZS2J Estate -  Barry, ZS2H briefed the meeting on the status of
equipment ex John Hugo in Bathurst. Barry had met with John’sson, Dirk.
All equipment will be made available to members for a reasonable
donation to PEARS. 

Caps with callsigns: ZS2AG is away on family business in Gauteng so
unfortunately caps could not be distributed, or new orders taken.

The meeting adjourned for refreshments just before 9pm, followed by a
slide-show by Al ZS2U
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our two new ZU licencees

WH Bosch is now
ZU2WB (Willie)

AJ Theron is now

ZU2DT (Dries)

Congratulations to Member New Info

Andre Mulder ZS2AJ

No 6 Park Home

Mountain Park Grahamstow n

Postal address:

PO Box 534

Grahamstow n

6139
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The Russian Woodpecker and her
nasty sisters

By

Mike Hanslow

Who of you remember the Russian Woodpecker? Well the Russian Woodpecker is one of a
number of OTHR’s (Over the Horizon Radar) that operate in the HF band to track aircraft,
shipping and flying missiles. The Russian Woodpecker, AKA Steel Yard by NATO was a
notorious Soviet OTH-B (Over the Horizon Backscatter radar) that could be heard on HF
worldwide between July 1976 and December 1989. It sounded like a sharp tapping noise
giving rise to the "Woodpecker" name. The random frequency hops disrupted legitimate
broadcast, Amateur radio and utility transmissions and resulted in thousands of complaints by
many countries worldwide. At the time there was even a thriving industry of "Woodpecker
filters" for radio Hams and SWL’s. NATO plotted the first operational sites near Gomel (near
Chernobyl) in what is now Belarus. This site offered the Russians full radar coverage of the
whole of Western Europe. 

But what is OTH? OTH is a High Frequency radar system to provide extended radar
coverage by using the Ionosphere as a reflector. OTH radars use various techniques to see

beyond the horizon, making them particu-
larly useful in the early warning radar role.
The variability of the ionospheric propaga-
tion makes reliable target detection difficult
and a practical system typically uses real-
time monitoring of ionospheric characteris-
tics by the reception of backscattered sig-
nals to continuously adjust the frequency of
the transmitted signal.

The resolution of any radar depends on the
width of the beam and the range to the
target. For example a radar with a ½ de-
gree beamwidth with a target at 120 km
range will show the target as 1 km wide.
Because of the long ranges at which OTH

radars are used, the resolution is typically measured in tens of kilometers. This is adequate
for the early warning role. In order to achieve a beamwidth of ½ degree at HF an antenna
array several kilometers long is required. The antenna is digitally steerable array. 

Since the ground and sea will also reflect these signals, one must be able to distinguish the
"targets" from the backgroundWho of you remember the Russian Woodpecker? Well the
Russian Woodpecker is one of a number of OTHR’s (Over the Horizon Radar) that operate in
the HF band to track aircraft, shipping and flying missiles. The Russian Woodpecker, AKA
Steel Yard by NATO was a notorious Soviet OTH-B (Over the Horizon Backscatter radar) that
could be heard on HF worldwide between July 1976 and December 1989. It sounded like a
sharp tapping noise giving rise to the "Woodpecker" name. The random frequency hops
disrupted legitimate broadcast, Amateur radio and utility transmissions and resulted in thou-
sands of complaints by many countries worldwide. At the time there was even a thriving
industry of "Woodpecker filters" for radio Hams and SWL’s. NATO plotted the first operational
sites near Gomel (near Chernobyl) in what is now Belarus. This site offered the Russians full
radar coverage of the whole of Western Europe. 

But what is OTH? OTH is a High Frequency radar system to provide extended radar coverage
by using the Ionosphere as a reflector. OTH radars use various techniques to see beyond the
horizon, making them particularly useful in the early warning radar role. The variability of the
ionospheric propagation makes reliable target detection difficult and a practical system
typically uses real-time monitoring of ionospheric characteristics by the reception of backscat-
tered signals to continuously adjust the frequency of the transmitted signal.

The resolution of any radar depends on the width of the beam and the range to the target. For
example a radar with a ½ degree beamwidth with a target at 120 km range will show the target
as 1 km wide. Because of the long ranges at which OTH radars are used, the resolution is
typically measured in tens of kilometers. This is adequate for the early warning role. In order
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to achieve a beamwidth of ½ degree at HF an antenna array several kilometers long is
required. The antenna is digitally steerable array. 

Since the ground and sea will also reflect these signals, one must be able to distinguish the
"targets" from the background noise. The easiest way to do this is to use the Doppler shift,
noting that moving targets will shift the returned signal's frequency. By simply filtering out all
signal close to the original broadcast frequency, the moving targets become visible. Practically
it is more complex due to similar effects introduced by movement of the ionosphere. OTH
could also detect missiles launched by detecting alterations in ionosphere propagation caused
by the depletion of ions by missile exhaust plumes.

The first truly operational OTH was an Anglo-American experiment known as Cobra Mist. Built
starting in the late 1960s, Cobra Mist used an enormous 10 MW broadcaster and could detect
aircraft over the western USSR from its location in Suffolk. When the system started testing in
1972, however, an unexpected source of noise proved to render it unusable. They eventually
abandoned the site in 1973, the source of the noise never having been identified. The USAF
and Navy started developing their own OTHR systems during the cold war.

A more recent addition is the Jindalee OTH by the Australian’s in 2000. Jindalee is a
multistatic radar (multiple-receiver) system, allowing it to have both long range as well as anti-
stealth capabilities. Jindalee uses very little power, only 20 KW and yet offers far better range
due to considerably improvement in electronics and signal processing.

A new approach to OTH is to use creeping waves. Creeping waves are the forward scattering
into the rear of an object due to diffraction. In the radar role, the creeping waves in question
are much lower frequencies that are diffracting around the Earth itself, although processing
the returned signal is quite difficult. Development of such systems became practical in the late
1980s due to the rapidly increasing processing power available. Such systems are known as
OTH-F (Over the Horizon Forward scatter) or OTH-SW (Surface Wave). The first OTH-SW
system deployed appears to be a Soviet system positioned to watch traffic in the Sea of
Japan, while a newer system has recently been used for coastal surveillance in Canada.

After the Cold War, many OTHR have being decommissioned, but some are being utilized
intermittently for countering drug trafficking.

References

Practical Wireless, September 1982

http://www.answers.com/topi c/over -the-hor izon-r adar

http://en.wikipedia.org /wiki/Russ ian_Woodpecker

http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/world/russiasa/990600-bmd-rus.htm   

Mike Hanslow

ZS1RMS

P O Box 866

George

6530

zs1rms@yahoo.co.uk

Mobile 0733891300

An ideal radio for a newly licenced ZS.

SWAN  CYGNET  aka  SWAN 300B, SSB/CW/AM  Transciever. This is a
self contained unit with a built-in Power supply and Speaker. (Mic not
supplied), Power input 300w. PEP. 80/40/20/15 and 10 metre bands. 

Condition very good (A1), original manual included.

For more informatiom   Fone Barry ZS2H on 041-3603052 or E-mail <
zs2h@absamail.co.za>

- - For Sale - -

Continued from Page 7  
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EASTERN CAPE SARL VHF RECORDS
Compiled by Mike Bosch

50 MHz Digital

Meteor       ZS2BWB  Ken       TO4E                  FSK441      2003-12-06    1929 Km

Scatter

50 MHz Analog

Tropo     ZS2CI Jack    ZS2Y    Van     CW    1952-01- ?       257 Km

Tropo          ZS2DD  Lionel      ZS2FM/1 Mike        CW        1966-10-16     314 Km

Tropo          ZS2FM  Mike        ZS6OB/6  Pine        SSB       1985-04-28    1033 Km

Tropo          ZS2FM  Mike        ZS6PJS    Paul        SSB       1995-03-27    1178 Km

Sporadic-E  ZS2CY  Frank      ZS3G        Bramie   AM       1957-11-17    1812 Km

Meteor Sc.  ZS2FM  Mike        ZS6OB/6  Pine          SSB       1984-10-21   1045 Km

Meteor Sc.  ZS2BWB Ken       TO4E                       SSB       2003-12-06   1929 Km

Inospheric  ZS2FM  Mike        ZS6BZT   Gideon     CW       1984-04-29     917 Km

Scatter

70 MHz Analog

Tropo         ZS2OC  Ken           ZS1PC    David      FM        2007-01-08      317 Km

Tropo         ZS2OC  Ken           ZS1SKR (Club)     FM        2006-01-21      217 Km

144 MHz Analog

Tropo         ZS2DD  Lionel       ZS2FM/1  Mike      CW         1966-03-13    531 Km

Tropo         ZS2AB  Brian        ZS5WU/mm            SSB        1976-01-19    576 Km

Meteor       ZS2FM  Mike        ZS6PJS      Paul      SSB         1998-11-17  1178 Km

Scatter 

432 MHz Analog

Tropo         ZS2AB  Brian        ZS2BD       Heinz    SSB         1977-10-09    249 Km

  10 GHz Analog

Optical       ZS2CK  Arthur     ZS2FM      Mike      AM          1962-11-29     0,5 Km

Optical       ZS2CK  Arthur     ZS2FM      Mike      AM          1963-02-10     2,0 Km

Know Your Bible
Correspondence Course

Six lessons Free

Contact: AshleyGoosen ZS2AG

Cell: 0823726696 or

email: ashleygoosen@xsinet.co.za

For Sale
New JT 208 Walkie Talkie 2

Metres

R595-00

Contact Rory on

0720268909
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on your birthdays

on your anniversaries

Sunday Bulletins

PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facil ities are also remotely l inked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

18th Mar ZS2GV 29th Apr ZS2EHB

25th Mar ZS2U 6th May ZS2GV

1st Apr ZS2BL 13th May ZS2U

8th Apr ZS2AAW 20th May ZS2BL

15th Apr ZS2RT 27th May ZS2AAW

22nd Apr ZS2ABZ 3rd June ZS2RT

06 Kathy and Wolfgang Gerstle
ZS2WG

08 Marlene and AndrewGray ZS2G

21 Elizabeth ZR2EJ and Joe Jasson
ZS2JLJ

March
25 Jean Kauffmann-Sorensen, XYL

of ZS2NP

29 Allan Whitehead, ZS2R

31 Terence van der Linden,
ZS2VDL

April
01 Rosalie van Loggerenberg

ZR2RL, XYL of Donovan
ZS2DL

01 Joan Jackson, XYL of Barry
ZS2H

03 TheunisPotgieterZS2EC

04 Barbara Hickson, XYL of
ZR2WJA

05 Heather Hoole, XYL of ZS2ABM

05 Re Martin, XYL of Saney ZR1S

05 Mike Jones, ZS2MJ

13 Graham Butcher ZS2GIB

13 Lizette Oelofse, LV van ZS2N

17 Helen Staples, XYL of ZS2AAS

18 Anthony Marran, ZR2AI

20 Trevor Scarr, ZS2AE

March
30 Emmie and Martin Venter

ZS6AZV

April
04 Vanessa and Glen Cummings

ZS2GV
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Your Societies Committee --
Chairman Al Akers ZS2U 041-3602983 reucom@agnet.co.za

Vice Chair, Awards Rory Norton ZS2BL 072-0268909 rory@commco.co.za

Secretary Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 cvscarr@intekom.co.za

Treasurer, Assets

Control Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 cfife@absamail.co.za

Repeaters, Packet Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 cvscarr@intekom.co.za

Refreshments Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 whodges@absamail.co.za

Contests Al ZS2U, 041-3602983 makers@firestone.co.za

ex-Committee Barry ZS2EZ, 041-5813561 zs2ez@axxess.co.za

Mike Bosch ZS2FM 041-5812425 mbosch@telkomsa.net

Other Committee

members Ewald Bouwer ZS2EHB 041-9333482 ewalt.b@absamail.co.za

Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen_vaness@telkomsa.net

Special Events Committee

QSX: Composing &

Printing Ashley Goosen ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashleygoosen@xsinet.co.za

QSX Editors: Rory Norton ZS2BL 072-0268909 rory@commco.co.za

ex-com. Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 zs2ez@axxess.co.za

QSX Distribution: Donovan van    
Loggerenberg ZS2DL 082-8521885 hro-sa@absamail.co.za

Technical Classes: Paul Galpin ZS2PG 041-3721779 galpinp@absamail.co.za

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
REPEATERS

Town VHF # 145,050/650   Town UHF # 431,050/438,650   Uitenhage # 145,075/675

# - These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cockscomb 145,000/600    Lady's Slipper *145,100/700    Colesberg *431,075/438,675
Noupoort *431,150/438,750    Cradock *145,050/650 

* These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, also linked to which are East
London 145,775 MHz, George 145,700, Danabaai 145,600, Stilbaai 145,750, Butterworth
145,725, King Williams Town 145,625 and Umtata (438,725 duplex). It is further extendable to
Cape Town via the WCRWG system. # These can also be linked as required.

PACKET NETW ORK

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 7.040 300bd, 144.625 1200bd, 434.875 9600bd,
433.800 1200bd APRS, Cape Linked Network listen-only for APRS.

ZS0NTP Packet Bulletin Board - Lady's Slipper Access via the node, or use "VIA ZS0NTP-7"

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Governorskop 144.675, 438.275, 434.875

ZS0CDK-2 Packet Node - Cradock 144.675

ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 Weather Station on APRS 144.625

BEACONS

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.
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